
Advisory Committee Report to the MSHSL Board of Directors 
 

Committee: Music Advisory Committee  Submitted on: May 15, 2022 

 

Committee Members: Tony Boldt, Eric Christenson, Mark Gitch, Dale Gunderson, Suzanne Hartwick, 

Aaron Isakson, Amanda Kaus, Brady Krusemark, Rachel Moldan, Daryl Timmer, Trump, Stephanie, Jerry 

Upton, Jennifer Wieland; MSHSL - Amie Ince, Tim Leighton 

 

Agenda recommendations for a change to the current Music - State/Section Chamber Groups (Events 6-

10) and Solo/Ensemble (Events 11-77) Advisory rules and policies. 

 

Current Rule/Policy: State the rule/policy as it appears in the current Rules and Policies 

Manual:  Current rules and policies to not include “Guitar” as a music contest category 

 

Submit your proposed change to the above-stated rule/policy: 1. Add Guitar Solo, Guitar Ensemble (2-

4), Guitar Ensemble (5-16), Guitar Orchestra (8-30) to the list of MSHSL sanctioned music events. The 

Guitar Orchestra event would be held to the “Special Groups” requirement of a Chamber Orchestra. 

2. Create a guitar-specific adjudicator rating form using the existing adjudication from model (led by 

Ruth LeMay, Southwest High School and Mark Gitch, Region 6AA Music Representative) 

3. Add “Guitar” to the list of adjudication specialty areas 

 

Entry form and reporting options: 

 

Option 1: Add a “Guitar” category, similar to Special Groups, Ensembles, and Solos (all current event 

numbers remain the same): 

Event No. 71 - Guitar Orchestra (8-30)* 

Event No. 72 - Guitar Ens. (2-4) 

Event No. 73 - Guitar Ens. (5-16) 

Event No. 74 - Guitar Solo 

 

Option 2 (align guitar additions to current form): 

Event No. 10 - Guitar Orchestra (8-30) 

Current events Nos. 10-20 move one number later 

Event No. 22 - Guitar Ens. (2-4) 

Event No. 23 - Guitar Ens. (5-16) 

Current events Nos. 21-47 move three numbers later 

Event No. 51 - Guitar Solo 

Current events Nos. 48-70 move four numbers later 

 

 

Identify your rationale for the proposed change: This request is about inclusion and diversity in music 

education. As a thirty-year music contest manager, past Region 1AA and current Region 6AA committee 

representative, and current Music Advisory Committee member, I ask the league to recognize existing 

guitar programs that do not have an opportunity to participate in current league events, and to 

encourage the development of pedagogically sound and artistically vibrant guitar instruction, through 



the expansion of music solo and ensemble event designations.\ 

 

MSHSL Music Contests were originally built around the traditional “big three” ensembles of curricular 

school music programs: band, orchestra, and choir. Because these ensembles do not typically include 

guitar, this instrument has not been included as a contest event category. While the music curricula in 

most schools is still driven by these three ensembles, many schools have broadened their offerings to 

include courses such as drumming, guitar, technology-based music, and contemporary forms of 

performance (rock bands, etc.). Many of these courses are exploratory and short-term in nature, 

different from the multi-year progression of students in band, orchestra, and choir. However, there are 

schools and teachers who have created such courses that match their longer-standing music 

counterparts in curricular scope and sequence. The guitar program at Minneapolis Southwest, in Region 

6AA, is one such offering. 

 

Southwest has a multi-level, multi-year program that also includes Special Needs, Advanced Performing, 

Songwriting, Modern Band ensembles, and travel opportunities. In 2020, the Southwest guitar program 

was recognized as a program of excellence by the National Association for Music Education. At the 

request of their teacher, Ruth LeMay, students in this program have been participating in the 6AA string 

solo and ensemble contest since 2015, entering events as “Miscellaneous String Ensemble.” In our 

experience, these guitar students are as engaged in the contest process as any other student and 

deserve the opportunity to be fully recognized as guitarists rather than miscellaneous-ists. Guitar 

players from other schools should be afforded the same recognition. 

 

 

Cite an example of how the proposed change would affect this activity: Adding guitar as a League-

sanctioned music event would bring formal recognition to school-based guitar instruction. The 

Minneapolis Southwest guitar program, for example, would immediately become the third largest 

participating school in the Region 6AA string solo and ensemble contest. Where smaller programs exist, 

we expect adoption of this proposal to elevate and inspire participants. Where guitar programs do not 

currently exist, we hope that this category will encourage growth in curricular and co-curricular 

programming. I do not know if other regions have similar guitar programs, but feel strongly that this 

request should move forward even if only impacting Region 6AA at this time. 

 

How does your proposal impact: 

a. the tournament administration: The primary impact of administration is on adjudication. At least one 

adjudicator with instrument specific knowledge or expertise would be required. An adjudicator could be 

an orchestra or band teacher with guitar background, a school-based guitar teacher, or non school-

affiliated guitar specialist. Guitar instructors can facilitate the recruitment of appropriate judges. 

 

Guitar could be added to string contests, band contests, or combined contests. Contest participants are 

to be enrolled in curricular guitar courses or sponsored by their band or orchestra teacher, meeting all 

MSHSL requirements for membership. 

 

 

b. the change in competition time needed to accommodate your recommendation: Each region 

administers contests differently, but adding guitar could potentially increase the length of the event day 



in one or more event rooms. However, because an event room is typically limited to 5.5 hours of 

adjudication, in most cases adding guitar would not  increase the length of the contest event. It is more 

likely that an event room would be added. 

 

c. the number of competitors: This will vary by region and sub-section. Initially, most will see no change 

or minimal change in the number of participants. In regions where guitar curricula are already 

established, there may be an increase of anywhere from ten to forty students versus a contest that does 

not include guitar. Much is dependent on the desire of the eligible guitar teachers to have their students 

participate in a contest setting. 

 

d. the facilities needed to accommodate your recommendation: Additional participants/events require 

additional or time-expanded sites/rooms. The Region 6AA string solo and ensemble contest has been 

offering a provisional guitar site since 2015.  Depending on registration, an additional half to full event 

room has been needed each year. Thirteen event slots - a half day room - were assigned this year. 

 

e. the number of awards: Awards are based on participation and adjudicators ratings, but would likely 

increase where guitar programs are present and participating. 

 

f. other items which should be considered regarding the above-stated proposal: It should be made 

clear to sponsoring teachers, directors, and contest managers that the guitar category is to include only 

students involved in music-specific curricular courses or related co-curricular opportunities. 

 

Depending on the region, the cost of an additional adjudicator may be incurred by the region. 

 

 

Submitted by: Mark Gitch 

Position: Director of Orchestras, Wayzata High School 

Region 6AA String Solo and Ensemble Co-Manager (previously served in this position in Region 1AA) 

Region 6AA Music Rep to the MSHSL Committee (previously served in this position in Region 1AA) 

 

Phone Number: 763-745-6922 

Email: mark.gitch@wayzataschools.org 


